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Case study: What 
made Montreal so 
successful in 
attracting global 
leaders, and 
what’s next



The world's best economic 
promotion agency at your service
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It all began with research... 
And visionary researchers

▪ Winner of the Turing Award 2018: ‘‘Nobel Prize of 
computing’’

▪ Winner of the Killam Prize in Natural Sciences in 2019

▪ Fellow of the Royal Society 

▪ The most cited computer scientist per day (Sept. 
2018) 

▪ Full Professor, Department of Computer Science and 
Operations Research, Université de Montréal

▪ Founder and Scientific Director of Mila

▪ Scientific Director of IVADO

▪ CIFAR Fellow and Program Director, Learning in 
Machines and Brains 

▪ Worked at the CIFAR research institute alongside Yann 
LeCun (now at Facebook) and Geoffrey Hinton (now at 
Google)
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YOSHUA BENGIO
a pioneer in deep learning
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Joëlle Pineau 
Associate Professor with the School of 

Computer Science at McGill University and

CIFAR Senior Fellow, Program in Learning in 

Machines and Brains. She is also the Head of the 

Facebook AI Research lab, as well as a 

member of Mila

Doina Precup
Associate Professor with the School of 

Computer Science at McGill University and

CIFAR Senior Fellow, Program in Learning in 

Machines and Brains. She is also the Head of the 

DeepMind Lab in Montréal, as well as a member 

of Mila

Aaron Courville
Associate Professor in the Department of 

Computer Science and Operations Research 

(DIRO) at the University de Montréal, and CIFAR 

Fellow, Program in Learning in Machines and 

Brains. He is also a member of Mila

Simon Lacoste Julien
Associate Professor in the Department of 

Computer Science and Operations Research 

(DIRO) at the University de Montréal and CIFAR 

Fellow, Program in Learning in Machines and 

Brains. He is also Director at Samsung SAIT AI 

Lab and a member of Mila

Sample of world-renowned researchers who make Montréal shine

Gregory Dudek
Chaired professor of computer science at McGill 

University and Director of McGill School of 

Computer Science. He is also the Head of the 

Samsung AI Center, as well as a member of 

Mila

Andrea Lodi
Full Professor at École Polytechnique de 

Montréal and the Canada Excellence Research 

Chair in Data Science for Real-Time Decision-

Making, as well as a member of Mila
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A unique centre of excellence:
IVADO (Institute for Data Valorisation)

Research

centres

University

departments

Academic

partners

International 

partners

20+
research chairs

& labs

More than 1,300 scientists

(professors, professionals and 
students) with complementary areas of 
expertise 

#1
for publications

worldwide

Over 200
collaborative 

research projects



Downtown Montréal © Montréal International

Bring ideas and money will 
follow: Major public 
investments to support AI 
development and adoption
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$93.5M
from the First Research

Excellence Fund (2016)

$100M
over the next 5 years for the creation 

of a Québec AI cluster (2017)

$44M
for the Pan-Canadian Artificial 

Intelligence Strategy (2017)

$313M
for Scale AI Supercluster (2018) and 

for the development of AI talents 

(2019) 

$329M
over the next 5 years to accelerate the 

adoption of AI in Québec (2019)

$15M
for the International Centre of 

Expertise in Montréal for the 

Advancement of Artificial Intelligence 

(ICEMAI) (2019)
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Easy access to highly advantageous incentives

Note: 

* Rate LG: large power with minimum billing demand of 5,000 kW, transmission and distribution included, for 120-kV supply with 95% load factor, and including the Economic 

Development Rate reduction (if eligible).

Sector tax credits
Equivalent to eligible salaries and 

expenses: 

▪ Up to 43% for film and video production

▪ Up to 37.5% for multimedia production 

▪ Up to 30% for e-business development 

▪ 24% for international financial centres

Major projects

and innovations
Grants, interest-free loans

and other supports available, 

including competitive electricity rates 

of CA¢3.98/kWh for large power*

Labour development
Example of incentives: 

▪ 25% of costs to implement 

training programs

▪ 50% of costs to create an HR 

department

Research and development
▪ Up to 30% tax credit on R&D 

expenses

▪ Tax holiday for foreign researchers 

and experts

Many tax credits

are refundable

—a company could 

receive the value of its tax 

credit even if it has

no tax payable



Old Port, Grande-Roue and downtown Montréal © Loïc Romer

Montréal selected
for Canadian AI cluster 
headquarters

Canada's AI supply chain 
supercluster, dedicated to 
building the next-generation 
supply chain and boosting 
industry performance by 
leveraging AI technologies

Québec’s AI organization
fostering the development of 
Québec’s AI ecosystem and 
mobilizing stakeholders in the 
field around common projects
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Source: OBVIA, 2020.

OBVIA, fostering responsible 
AI and digital technology

▪ The International Observatory on the Societal 
Impacts of AI and Digital Technology (OBVIA) 
helps maximize the positive effects of AI and digital 
technology on society and minimize its negative 
impacts

▪ Founding institutions: 18 universities and 
colleges in Québec, such as:

▪ Over 100 partners in Québec, across Canada and 
internationally

▪ Financing innovative research projects through 
grants

▪ Over 220 researchers working across disciplines
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The International Centre of Expertise for the Advancement of 
Artificial Intelligence (ICEMAI) launched in Montréal

▪ Spearheaded by Montréal International as part of 
the Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence 
(GPAI)

▪ It is one of the two centres of expertise along with 
the centre in Paris who will work closely with the 
GPAI Secretariat, housed at the OECD

▪ ICEMAI will support two of the four themes the 
GPAI will be working on: responsible use of AI 
and data governance

▪ It will also analyze measures to strengthen our 
national capacity to commercialize and adopt AI-
related technologies

▪ $15M investment by the Government of Québec 
and the Government of Canada

▪ A collaboration of industry, the scientific 
community and civil society:

In addition to local and international experts
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Government of 

Canada’s 

Advisory Council 

on Artificial 

Intelligence
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A truly collaborative environment, thanks to many organizations 
supporting the development of the AI ecosystem

An applied research and expertise 
centre in IT, dedicated to making 
organizations more effective and 
competitive through the 
development of innovative 
technology and the transfer of 
leading-edge knowledge

The statistical office of UNESCO 
and the UN depository for cross-
nationally comparable statistics on 
education, science and 
technology, culture, and 
communication

A joint initiative of 12 colleges and 
7 universities in Montréal, PIA was 
established to address gaps in 
education stemming from 
developments in the field of AI

The first institute of distributed AI 
in Montréal, created by ÉTS and 
Ultra Electronics to adapt AI 
techniques for use in systems 
functioning in extreme conditions

An umbrella organization of 
Québec universities using 
advanced research computing to 
support the research community 
and business sector

A centre for innovation and applied 
research, JACOBB aims to 
accelerate the application of AI 
into the economic fabric of Québec

Helping Québec companies 
increase their competitive 
advantage through R&D financing 
and partnerships with the 
institutional research community

Connecting researchers with the 
industry, Mitacs works closely with 
Mila’s team, partner companies, 
and match the innovation projects 
to the most qualified research 
interns in the field
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What’s next?
Top reasons to invest in AI in Greater Montréal

Source: fDi Benchmark, 2020; Mila, 2020; Montréal International Analysis; Research Infosource, 2018.

Canada’s University

Capital and $1+ billion

funding dedicated to 

university research yearly

600+ researchers MSc,

PhD, post-doc and

applied AI students at Mila, 

the world’s largest 

academic research lab in 

deep learning and 

reinforcement learning

Cutting-edge expertise 

developed by world-renowned 

researchers such as Yoshua

Bengio, Joëlle Pineau, Doina

Precup, Hugo Larochelle and 

Irina Rish

World leaders, including 

Google, Microsoft and 

Facebook, opened AI 

research labs in Montréal in 

the last few years

More than $3 billion in AI 

investments announced

in Greater Montréal

since 2016 

More than 13,000 university 

students enrolled in artificial 

intelligence and data-related 

programs

Home of Scale AI, Canada's 

AI supply chain supercluster 

and the International Centre of 

Expertise for the 

Advancement of Artificial 

Intelligence (ICEMAI) 

Top 3 best places

to invest in AI 

in North America

Numerous possibilities for 

collaboration between 

researchers and the industry 

with Prompt, Scale AI, 

Mitacs



June 2018

opens an

AI lab

A few of the world leaders developing their AI expertise in Montréal

May 2019

launches

its global AI accelerator

June 2019

opens an 

AI lab

Jan. 2019

opens an

AI innovation lab
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Dec. 2018

opens an AI 

office

Jan. 2017

acquires Maluuba

and announces it

will hire 40 AI 

specialists

April 2017

opens an AI lab

Sept. 2017

opens Facebook AI 

Research

headed by Joëlle

Pineau, Associate 

Professor at McGill 

University 

Nov. 2017

RBC opens AI lab

March 2018

Techstars,

along with

Real Ventures 

announce the 

opening of a new 

AI accelerator

in Montréal

Sept. 2018

expands its lab

to accommodate up

to 60 researchers

Nov. 2016

opens Google 

Brain Montréal 

headed by Hugo 

Larochelle

Oct. 2017

opens its second 

international AI lab

in Montréal

picks Montréal for new 

AI global hub

Jan. 2018

expands research 

lab and hires Geoff 

Gordon to be the 

lab’s new research 

director

Oct. 2018

opens an AI Centre

First VC from Silicon 

Valley to open an 

office in Montréal

May 2018

creates an AI 

innovation centre –

60 new jobs in

3 years

April 2019

opens an AI lab

Other foreign companies flourishing in Greater Montréal

Nov. 2019

establishes

strategic alliance 

with Québec AI 

Institute Mila

Feb. 2020

announces major 

expansion in 

Montréal

June 2020

choses Montréal for 

its most important 

expansion

Oct. 2020

Novartis opens its

Canadian Biome 

innovation hub

Dec. 2020

opens its AI hub

in Montréal

Jan. 2021

opens its new 

AIoT hub



Crew Collective & Café © Susan Moss

Source: “Global Ecosystem Report”, 2018; “Montréal Startup Ecosystem Report”, 

Credo, 2016; “Midterm Report” – Smart City, February 2017; Canadian Venture 

Capital & Private Equity Association, 2018, 2019 and Q3, 2020.

A booming startup ecosystem

▪ One of the top startup ecosystems in the world

▪ US$2.7 B+ in VC investments between 2018 and 2020 in 
Montréal

▪ Lucrative funding for Montréal’s AI companies:
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raised US$100M - October 2018 - Series D

acquired for US$79M – July 2019 - by Aspen

raised US$40.3 - November 2019 - Series A

raised US$32M - July 2020 - Series B

CDPQ–AI Fund: 

$250M dedicated to AI (2019)
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Top AI accelerators and incubators to help develop tomorrow's 
breakthroughs

This program focuses on advancing the 

development and application of AI across 

industries and markets

Recognized as one the world’s top incubator 

programs by UBI Global’s Top 20 University 

Business Incubators for 2019–20. The 

program for AI startups is run in partnership 

with Thales

A partnership with HEC Montréal, this

program focuses on AI and data science to 

capitalize on Montréal’s expertise in the 

sector

This program provides structured and 

unstructured mentoring and coaching by 

proven entrepreneurs over a four-month 

residency program for two cohorts of 8 to 10 

companies per year

This program is for early or idea stage AI-

enabled startups

This program specializes in the consumer 

electronics technology market, with a special 

interest in companies leveraging AI

Recognized as one the world’s top incubator 

programs by UBI Global’s Top 20 University 

Business Incubators for 2019–20. It offers 

programs for startups at every juncture of 

their growth
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Sample of leading local companies active in AI in Montréal



Montréal’s Olympic Stadium © Parc olympique

Globally recognized

Most reputable city in the Americas
Reputation Institute, 2018

Best city in Canada and 6th in the world
Time Out, 2019

Best student city in the Americas
QS Best Student Cities Rankings, 2019

Most affordable major city in Canada and the U.S.
UBS Prices and Earnings, 2018

Best Cycling City in North America
Coya, Global Bicycle Cities Index, 2019

Second most walkable city in Canada
Walk Score, 2020

3rd friendliest city in the world
Rough Guides, 2016

UNESCO City of Design since 2006

Top host city in North America for international

association events
Union of International Associations (UIA), 2020
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This document is the property of Montréal International. You are authorized to reproduce this document, in whole or in 
part, provided that its content is not modified and that Montréal International is clearly identified as the originator of this 
material. You shall not, in any circumstances, use the material in a manner that could create a false or misleading 
impression with respect to the source of the material, including but without limitation, by means of a mark or mention 
that does not refer to Montréal International.

Contact us

Montréal International
380 Saint-Antoine Street West
Suite 8000
Montréal, Québec  H2Y 3X7

t +1 514-987-8191
www.montrealinternational.com

Philippe Valentine
Project Director – Europe
philippe.valentine@mtlintl.com
c +1 514-554-6624
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